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About This Game

Ratergy is a competitive local multiplayer game for family and friends. With its short rounds and its cute rats fighting over a
piece of cheese, it is a family-friendly and suited for casual gaming.

The game deliberately refraines from using violent content and is therefore suited as a humorous game for and with kids. It is a
2-4 player local multiplayer focusing on playing together on a large TV screen or monitor.

Ratergy offers enough action to brighten every party. Through the simple game mechanics and the fast-paced combat rounds, it
is aimed particularly at occasional players and beginners. Expert gamers however have also the opportunity to fight over the

cheese dominance on a strategic level by using game elements such as conveyor belts and power ups. Newbie or advanced player
- it is all about the most efficient tactics to gather cheese!

Game principle

At the beginning of the game, every player chooses a rat nest with two rats. By switching the control between his rats, the player
now tries to be the first to bring 10 pieces of cheese to his nest. He can choose between several levels, which offer a variety of
gaming elements for a more diversified battle over the cheese. The player can use conveyer belts to get faster and activate door

switches to block the way for opposing rats. The usage of power ups such as speed potions, shrinking devices and bombs
guaranties dynamic combats and a lot of fun!
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A fun platforming shooter with tons of levels. Great for when you're in a casual gaming mood.. With DTM Experience,
RaceRoom Racing Experience becomes a full blown, excellent racing game. You will need dedicated graphics and a steering
wheel.. It was a great co-op couch game until most controllers stopped working with it under Steam (X-box controllers not
working, PS4 controllers not working, Steam controller still works). So unless you have multiple Steam controllers, it's not
longer a couch game. It was great until it broke.. Do not recommend. There's some going for it--the combat goes from simple, to
tense, but unfortunately back to simple again once you realize the entire trick is a well-timed dodge. The atmosphere can be
pretty creepy. The story...tries really hard. But in the end, it's short, the play is dull, the story is poisonously didactic, and the
"Content warning" gives away the schtick right off the bat. "Obviously, all of this is metaphorical," I thought, after maybe 10
minutes in. Then it's a trudge that goes exactly where you expect it to.

Then there's the message. I get it: respec wahmen. But all this can do is breed anxiety, neurosis, and self-loathing in people who
are already bombarded with mixed messages about how to treat the opposite sex, and who is responsible for romantic and sexual
signalling, and who is responsible for miscommunication. I wouldn't want my sons or daughter to play this. The story's "Degrassi
Junior High" take on these issues is the most modern of pop psychology and woman-oriented gender studies. This is harmful
and untenable, which will be apparent when we finally recover from this gynocentric hysteria currently plaguing Western
culture.

I give this game a point for one mechanic I found clever: Discarding the "armor" to make inventory room for the "truth" bits.
It's too obvious the game considers this always the correct answer, but the sacrifice aspect of it works.

It gets a point as well for being a passable blend of narrative and play. Unfortunately though, the play is dull and the narrative is
societally harmful. Not only would I not recommend this, my advice is to actively avoid this title.. Really good game if you want
a pretty solid platformer for only a dollar. I don't really care about the music, I don't play this game with volume up anyways.
Even though the game only gives you 9 seconds, in the first few tries you might be able to learn and memorize the pattern and
ways of the level. I disagree with allowing a preview of the level before starting, that would just ruin the whole idea of the game,
which is a fast paced platformer game.. Great game ! Keep up devs team!. This game is perfect. ,
-It has very funny dialogs.
-Great story.
-Cute enemies and animals are everywhere.
-Combat system is pretty good.
-You can control different characters and each has own skills and weapons.
-Atmosphere is amazing.

There is only one problem. The game is very easy even in hard mode. There isnt many challenging bosses. You dont need to use
other characters(hiro and and kuro is more than enough) and items(such as bombs and shuriken). Beside that everything is
perfect.. This is a game to chill out an relax to. The turn-based combat is pretty fun, if you're into turn-based RPG combat. The
story is boring, though it has its moments of interest, it's really nothing to write home about. What you're getting into this game
for is to Explore- to journey from one end of the world to another back and forth, combing it for details and loot and NPCs and
anything else it has to offer you. Put your feet up, relax, and dive in. It's fun, in its own way, if you get into the mindset. If not-
it will bore you, no real question about it. But if you're on board for just exploring and playing the pretty damn satisfying battle
system, and enjoying the utterly bonkers soundtrack, this will be a fun one.

Of note- there's a demo that's utterly MASSIVE, to the point that I recommend only playing a bit of it, because the saves don't
transfer, and it can be boring playing through the same multiple hours of exploring again to catch up to where you were. Try it
out though.. I'll make this short and sweet.

Simply put, this is just another lazy cashgrab in a long line of lazy cashgrabs by this developer. The Lost Souls is a "sequel" to
White Mirror - except it's practically the same game with a different color palette. Same setting, same "walk-up-to-statue-and-
hit-keys-in-a-certain-order" puzzles, same underwater switch flipping, same monster, same, same, SAME.

Game is completable within 20 minutes, assuming it doesn't crash. (It's worth noting, the game didn't crash for me like it
apparently did for others) The "puzzles" are literally just typing words backwards in order to open locked doors. Unfulfilling,
dull, senseless tripe. I'm sure the same will be said about the next game this developer uploads about 3 months from now, per his
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schedule.

In summary, terrible.
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I play this because I have no friends. This game has been out for over 1 year and hasnt recieved 1 update the game needs a lot of
work. i actually used my money to get this

please help me. Worth a buck. Now free to play. Win?. The song is censored.

I really want to know in advance of spending my money, if I am getting what is advertised.

This is a cleaned version of "Hey Ya!"

Only one word is absent from the recording, and omitted in the lyrics, but it is the principle of it; I am an adult and I think I
should be able to know that censorship has occurred, before making a purchase.

In future, please put "clean version" in the title.

Song is great, my "No" recommendation is based on the unlisted censorship.

Do I want a refund for it? No.

Am I disappointed it is censored? Yes.

Would I have made a different decision on purchasing it had I knowledge beforehand? Probably.. I can't complain too much
since it's only 1 dollar. It's a simple game. You jump around and shoot things. It doesn't fit the music too well, but the visuals are
neat. The song browser is annoying, though, since it puts all of your indexed songs in one list. Get the songs you want ready
beforehand.
As for difficulty, it is TOUGH. It seems easier than when I tried it in early access, but there's little room for mistakes. Didn't hit
the glass in 1 or 2 shots? Say hello to die. Especially on the hardest difficulty where if you make a single mistake, you fail the
song.
Oh and also it has SEVENTY EIGHT ACHIEVEMENTS. I very much love this expansion. The extra survivability during
winter with pearls is a great mechanic addition to the game. At first when the expansion was released it was super hard to get
decent amounts of pearls for some reason, it's been fixed since and pearls are more plentiful making it easier to use it. It
however means for anyone who can't get enough is utterly boned until next Winter as certain upgrades\/districts can seriously
make your empire better during winter. Effectively making Winter a flourishing joy than a disheartened sigh. It can make the
Cultists a super powerhouse with their Holy City and getting those special districts to level 3. To which this certain District
being the Winter Borough.

Seriously, save your pearls and unlock Winter Borough, build it in every city and try to upgrade it to at least 2. You won't be
sorry.

The new Faction the Allayi is a very nice addition to which obviously gets the most out of the Pearls and Winter. But I
like how Winter isn't a insta win for these guys because everyone else can get most of the same benefits later on. The
Allayi Faction level upgrades has a nice array of defensive and offensive abilities, allowing you to run away like a
coward without injuries and doing additional damage depending on how much damage the enemy has already received
before. A Allayi hero amongst the Ardent Mages would be a nice combo. The added traits that came with this
expansion also makes Customs more powerful; with the exception of the new biggest negative trait We Chosen Few
(-20).

Is the expansion essential? Maybe not, but it certainly adds a lot more to the experience to make it more enjoyable
during the seasons that wrecks everyone unless you had the Winter Shelters. I like this expansion a lot!
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